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Congratulations! You are the proud owner of the healthiest baby cot currently available in Australia, 100% AustralianMade with Australian Timber, Quality Handcrafted and Organic!
Organature® cots are made with true hardwood, Victorian Mountain Ash (a eucalypt species), obtained from controlled
logging from a mill 80 km away. Timber coming direct from this mill to our workshop minimizes carbon footprints. It also
prevents the need for the timber to be fumigated. Did you know that all timber products imported into Australia must
be treated with toxic chemicals before entering the country? That’s why we only use and recommend Australian-Made
Beds and Bedroom Furniture, crafted from quality Australian Harwood Timber. This cot is made with a minimal amount
of specially sourced glue sandwiched firmly between timbers, which dries rock hard within 10-15 minutes and therefore
cannot out-gas chemicals either.
The Organature® Cot you have received is ahead of its time. You may have heard about the accidents; babies trapped in
drop sided cots, which took place in the USA with the consequent result that drop sides were banned from sales in
America. Organature® is ahead of any regulations which may be enforced in Australia. The first manufacturer in Australia
to make the very first cot without drop sides, ensuring your babies safety AND health is the highest priority.
The Correct Mattress Size For This Cot Is 690 x 1300 mm.
ORGANATURE® MATTRESSES are made without chemicals; they are made with 100% Certified Organic
Cotton Fabric and Filling --- No fire retardants, no fumigation, no moth proofing, no chemical ‘Ultra
fresh’, in short “No Harmful Chemicals” at all.
Ensure this cot is safely assembled according to the instructions.
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For child safety, set the cot up away from blinds and curtains cords, heaters or any electrical appliances.
Frames have been fully assembled with dowels and minimal hard drying glue which avoids any toxic outgassing.
Decorative bolts together with key have been supplied for final assembling.
To assemble match letters on the frame parts.
Loosely assemble platform base into position, followed by side panels.
Once all are in position tighten bolts; only with key provided --- do not overtighten once the bolt feels tight.
If bolt will not screw into bush/nut, which is inserted from the undersides, use a screwdriver to turn bush/nut.
The cot was fully assembled and checked before packing.
All timbers were fine sanded, however sometimes slight ‘Furring’ of timber may occur with cots supplied raw
and sanded. This can be avoided by using a natural, non-petro chemical oil followed by a gentle polish with fine
polishing steel wool or 150 grit sandpaper after oil is dry. Organature® use and recommend ‘Livos’ oil. Should
you not wish to use oil, a light sanding with 150 grit sandpaper will smoothen this furring.

WARNING:
To prevent falls, the mattress base of this cot should be adjusted to the lowest regulation position before child can sit.
Rest assured, you are giving your baby the best start possible, with this safe, secure AND healthy bed.

